FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
So that, having begun by affirming that " there was no need to
compel the tendencies of man but only to adapt them to a
social form ... that no particular self need be a slave even to a
general self,"l we find ourselves driven in the name of universal
individualism to the negation of individualism and to a regime
of unlimited authoritarianism. Once again has " orthodoxy"
become " my doxy " and would-be objectivism proved to be
but subjectivism unashamed.
Nor is this phenomenon limited to politics ; in religion too
does Barres contrive to ignore anything which does not fit in
with his preconceived scheme. Religion is needed mainly as a
source of pleasant aesthetics, a sentimental emotion. Of religion
as an instrument of self-discipline, self-control and ethics he
knows little; for dogma he cares even less: " Catholicism,"
he states frankly, " is a way of mixing sensuality and religion ;
it is piety indifferent to dogma ; it is enjoying a broken heart."2
We are very far indeed from the real heartbreak and moral
fervour of the Pascal on which he wrote a pamphlet3 showing
how little he understood a religion which people took seriously.
And here also he follows Brunetiere and heralds Maurras in
extolling as a guarantor of order and a source of authority a
Church for whom he has, in the literal sense of the term, no
real use in his own life, at any of the points, at least, at which
she might conceivably interfere with the free development of
a hypertrophied ego.4
Dartigue, Le De'veloppement de Maurice Barres, in Revue du Christianisme
social, 1928).
1	Parodi, op. cit., p. 133.
2	" Le gout du brisement de coeur " is the exact phrase (Du Sang, de la
Folupte' et de la Mort> p. no). Or note this other phrase : " L'art de se servir
des hommes, I'art de jouir des choses, I'art de d£couvrir le divin dans le
monde, qui sont n'est-ce-pas? les trois amusements,lejeu complet d'un civilise,
Rome  les   enseigne  et d'une maitrise incomparable"   (Trois Stations de
Psychotkerapie, p. 146, quoted byThibaudet, Vie de M. Barres, p. 298.
3	UAngoisse de Pascal. He insists on Pascal's " traditionalism " and sees in
him " un produit de la grande bourgeoisie fran^aise " like himself!
4	" Chez 1'AUemand 1'^glise est partout, et comme elle n'est pas un lieu
clos elle perturbe la vie quotidienne." " C'est bien montrer," adds M. Massis,
" la conception que M. Barres se fait de 1'^glise, quelquechose comme le
royaume des f£es" (Massis, Jugements, ii., p. 250),
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